Smoked Potatoes & Onions with Black Peppercorn
This recipe is from my mom and is one of many in
my Southern Family Favorites cookbook (Amazon,
2016). She would make this for our family when we
were grilling outside. Everything goes in metal pie
pans. Wrap the pans up with foil and throw them
right on the grill. (*Note: You will need to bring
disposable aluminum pie pans and aluminum foil to
your campsite for this recipe.)

Ingredients:
4
3

1
1½
1

cups potatoes, washed and sliced
medium onions, sliced
salt to taste
tablespoon fresh cracked peppercorn
cups chicken stock (one can of broth from store
travels well for camping)
stick butter

Home Preparation:

ææ At home, slice the potatoes and onions and place in
plastic Ziploc bag.
ææ Add salt and fresh cracked pepper and seal bag.
ææ Store in cooler until ready to use.

Campsite Cooking:

ææ Preheat grill.
ææ Transfer potato and onion mix from bag to a clean
metal pie pan (two if needed).
ææ Pour chicken stock over the potatoes and onions
and top with slices of butter.
ææ Cover pie pans with aluminum foil and place on
grill for 30 to 40 minutes or until done.
ææ Remove from grill and serve. Use caution when
removing foil top, as contents will steam and be
very hot.
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Rosemary Beef Tenderloin & Cremini Skewers
No utensils are needed to munch on these skewers—
and if you use wooden skewer sticks, you can burn
the sticks in the fire afterwards, eliminating trash,
space and washing up.

Ingredients:
1
2
2
4

beef tenderloin
cremini mushrooms as needed with
stems removed
tablespoons soy sauce
tablespoons Worcestershire sauce
tablespoons rosemary extra virgin olive oil
steak seasoning

Home Preparation:

ææ Presoak wooden skewers in water.
ææ Cut tenderloin into 1-inch cubes.
ææ Place beef cube on skewer and then whole cremini
mushroom, and alternate to fill the skewer.
ææ Place finished skewers in Ziploc bag.
ææ In a bowl, mix together the soy sauce,
Worcestershire sauce and olive oil and pour over
skewers in bag to marinate.
ææ Seal and store on ice until ready to use.

Campsite Cooking:

ææ Preheat grill.
ææ Place skewers on hot grill and season, then cook
4-5 minutes on each side.
ææ Remove when done.
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Grilled Tropical Pineapple
This grilled pineapple dish will satisfy your afterdinner sweet cravings. It makes a tasty snack and
is healthier than your average s’more as well. This
recipe will require aluminum foil at your campsite—
only use it for the cooking process, not for storage.

Ingredients:
1
1
1

fresh pineapple
tablespoon brown sugar
tablespoon butter, softened
white coconut balsamic vinegar

Home Preparation:

ææ Trim and peel the pineapple well, then cut in half
and slice into long wedges, cutting around the core.
ææ Place in bowl and fold in sugar and softened butter
and place in Ziploc bag.
ææ Seal bag and store in cooler with ice until ready to use.

Campsite Cooking:

ææ Heat grill.
ææ Remove the pineapple from bag, place into
aluminum foil and wrap tight.
ææ Place on grill and cook until you see steam
coming out.
ææ Remove from heat.
ææ Open foil package, being very careful, as contents
and steam will be extremely hot.
ææ Let cool to warm temperature, then drizzle with
coconut white balsamic vinegar and enjoy.

Chef ’s Note:

Pineapple or any stone fruit can also be skewered and
grilled right on the grill rack for more flavor. Drizzle
with olive oil while cooking and when finished, top
with coconut balsamic vinegar.
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